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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Steven T. Naumann.   4 

Q. Are you the same Steven T. Naumann who previously submitted direct and rebuttal 5 

testimony in this Docket? 6 

A. Yes.  My background, qualifications, duties, and responsibilities are unchanged. 7 

B. Summary of Testimony 8 

Q. What are the purposes and principal conclusions of your surrebuttal testimony? 9 

A. My surrebuttal testimony responds to the rebuttal testimony of Staff witness Richard 10 

Zuraski (Staff Ex. 4.0) and the rebuttal testimonies of Adam Rousselle and Richard 11 

Tabors (URMC Exs. 1.0 and 2.0, respectively), Steven Ward (S. Elgin), Monica Meyers 12 

(Kane County Forest Preserve District, “Meyers Ex. 1.0”), Charles Payne, and Mark 13 

Secco on behalf of various intervenors.  I address specific issues they raise and re-14 

confirm that the Grand Prairie Gateway (“GPG”) Project (“Project”) is necessary, will 15 

deliver significant benefits to Illinois retail electricity customers, and will promote the 16 

development of an effectively competitive electricity market that operates efficiently.  I 17 

also confirm that ComEd has dealt fairly with all parties, not only in this process, but in 18 

negotiations.   19 

C. Summary of the Evidence and Recommended Commission Action 20 

Q. Considering all of the evidence submitted by all parties, through this surrebuttal, 21 

what has been established concerning the GPG Project? 22 
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A. ComEd has established that the GPG Project meets all of the criteria for the issuance of a 23 

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”).  There is no doubt the 24 

Project will save Illinois customers hundreds of millions of dollars – approximately a 25 

quarter billion dollars above and beyond the cost of the Project.  Staff does not challenge 26 

this fact, and agrees the Project “is likely to be cost-beneficial to Illinois consumers by a 27 

wide margin.”  There is no doubt that ComEd can finance the project and manage its 28 

construction, and no doubt it is the least cost means of addressing the structural 29 

insufficiencies that the regional planning process has identified.  Indeed, it is the only 30 

proposal that addresses those insufficiencies without impairing reliability.  Staff likewise 31 

acknowledges the Project was appropriately routed, and that, overall, it serves the public 32 

convenience and necessity. 33 

The only issue appears to be whether the Project will promote the development of 34 

an effectively competitive electricity market that operates efficiently.  Staff has 35 

consistently taken the position that this criterion is met when a transmission project 36 

enables customers to receive electricity at a lower cost, a test the Project indisputably 37 

exceeds by a wide margin.  In his rebuttal testimony, however, Mr. Zuraski suggests a 38 

new suite of tests dealing with market structure, not customer savings.  While those tests 39 

are inconsistent with past Staff testimony and Commission analysis, the Project meets 40 

them, too.  Although no transmission line can transform the structure of the PJM market, 41 

and no one could reasonably expect one to, this Project has significant benefits and 42 

quantifiably promotes an effectively competitive and efficient electricity market. 43 

In particular, the GPG Project expands transmission capacity, adds to the ability 44 

of the lowest cost generation to reach load, lowers the transaction costs of customers, and 45 
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increases their ability to efficiently hedge for congestion.  These sorts of improvements 46 

are inherently pro-competitive.  While Mr. Zuraski labels these benefits de minimis, he 47 

does not deny the benefits to competition and, in fact, they are anything but de minimis.  48 

In short, by allowing the generators to be dispatched within the PJM market more 49 

efficiently and by allowing Illinois customers to receive power from that market at a 50 

lower net cost, Illinois customers will save hundreds of millions of dollars.   51 

The Commission can approve the issuance of a CPCN with confidence.  Everyone 52 

– especially customers – will significantly gain. 53 

II. SUMMARY OF COMED’S SURREBUTTAL EVIDENCE 54 

Q. What other witnesses present surrebuttal testimony on behalf of ComEd and what 55 

topics do they address? 56 

A. The following witnesses also provide surrebuttal testimony on ComEd’s behalf: 57 

• Hon. Sherman J. Elliott (ComEd Ex. 22.0) responds to claims in Mr. Zuraski’s 58 

rebuttal testimony that the GPG Project will provide only de minimis benefits and 59 

confirms that the Commission and Illinois policymakers have never used a 60 

generation concentration or generation market share test to assess whether a 61 

transmission expansion project will promote the development of an effectively 62 

competitive electricity market that operates efficiently. 63 

• Julie R. Solomon (ComEd Ex. 23.0), Managing Director of Navigant Consulting, 64 

responds to statements in Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal testimony regarding market 65 

concentration tests.  She explains that such tests are not meaningful in evaluating 66 

whether a transmission line will promote the development of an effectively 67 
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competitive electricity market, and provides even more evidence demonstrating 68 

that the GPG Project will promote a competitive electricity market, including 69 

quantification of the increased supply options the Project will make available. 70 

• Paul F. McGlynn, P.E. (ComEd Ex. 24.0) responds to Dr. Tabors’ assertions 71 

concerning load estimates used by PJM, explaining the accepted process PJM 72 

uses to develop its RTO-wide and zonal load estimates and how these load 73 

estimates are incorporated into the PJM Regional Transmission Expansion Plan 74 

(“RTEP”) for all projects.  He also responds briefly to Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal 75 

testimony, explaining that satisfying all the established criteria – including Stage 76 

1A Auction Revenue Rights (“ARR”) sufficiency – furthers PJM’s mission to 77 

promote effectively competitive and efficient electricity markets. 78 

• Thomas W. Leeming, P.E. (ComEd Ex. 25.0) responds to the rebuttal testimony 79 

of the Payne parties and James Dauphinais concerning ComEd’s request to use 80 

double- and triple-circuit ready structures to complete the GPG Project. 81 

• Donnell Murphy (ComEd Ex. 26.0) explains why the route modifications 82 

suggested by the Kane County Forest Preserve, the Village of South Elgin, Mr. 83 

Dauphinais, and intervenor landowners seeking to relocate the line to property 84 

owned by others are not viable and should be rejected.  Both in light of the overall 85 

route selection process and after considering the details, she shows that ComEd’s 86 

Primary route should be approved only with modifications within the Kenyon 87 

property. 88 
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• Neil F. Kaup (ComEd Ex. 27.0) responds to the rebuttal testimony of Michael 89 

Kenyon proposing limited route modifications and identifies the incremental 90 

changes in project cost resulting from those modifications. 91 

• Richard Roddewig, MAI, CRE, FRICS (ComEd Ex. 28.0) responds to the 92 

continued unsubstantiated assertions concerning property values in the rebuttal 93 

testimony of Mr. Tomasciewicz and the Payne parties. 94 

• Peter A. Valberg, Ph.D. (ComEd Ex. 29.0) refutes continued claims in the 95 

rebuttal testimonies of Jeffrey Payne concerning power line frequency 96 

electromagnetic fields (“EMF”) and in the rebuttal testimony of William Deutsch 97 

concerning “stray voltage.”   98 

III. THE GPG PROJECT WILL PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN 99 
EFFECTIVELY COMPETITIVE AND EFFICIENTLY OPERATING 100 
ELECTRICITY MARKET 101 

D. Response to Rebuttal of Staff Witness Richard Zuraski 102 

Q. How did Mr. Zuraski recommend the Commission evaluate whether the Project will 103 

promote the development of an effectively competitive electricity market that 104 

operates efficiently, is equitable to all customers, and is the least cost means of 105 

satisfying those objectives? 106 

A. He stated that “I analyze whether the Project satisfies these requirements, in large part, by 107 

examining the benefits and costs of the Project.”1 108 

                                                 
1  Staff Ex. 1.0, 4:96-97. 
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Q. After reviewing ComEd’s rebuttal showing, does Mr. Zuraski agree that the GPG 109 

Project will provide tangible benefits to Illinois customers and participants in the 110 

regional electricity market? 111 

A. Yes.  Mr. Zuraski concludes that “the Project is likely to be cost-beneficial to Illinois 112 

consumers by a wide margin.”  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 3:36-37.  He further states 113 

that “it is reasonable to expect the Project to be cost effective from the PJM-wide 114 

perspective, as well as the Illinois-centric perspective.”  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 115 

31:665-667. 116 

Q. Does Mr. Zuraski in his rebuttal testimony identify any test or metric presented in 117 

his direct testimony that the GPG Project fails to meet? 118 

A. No.  ComEd continues to believe that its direct testimony established the need for the 119 

GPG Project, but we also understood and respected Staff’s concerns.  However, in his 120 

direct testimony, Mr. Zuraski rejected the criteria established for transmission expansion 121 

in the PJM FERC-approved tariff and rejected the conclusion of the regional planning 122 

process that the Project was essential, and instead applied a single test: whether “the costs 123 

of the Project exceed the benefits.”2  At the time of his direct testimony, Mr. Zuraski did 124 

“… not believe that the Project should be considered part of a least-cost strategy for 125 

promoting an effectively competitive electric market because the costs of the Project 126 

exceed its benefits.”3 127 

                                                 
2  Zuraski Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 8:190. 
3  Zuraski Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 11:272-75. 
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We listened to Mr. Zuraski’s concerns, although we believe the correct tests are 128 

those established in the regional planning process.  ComEd’s rebuttal testimony answered 129 

Mr. Zuraski’s concern fully, and we appreciate Mr. Zuraski’s confirmation of the net 130 

benefits of the Project to customers.  Mr. Zuraski’s hesitancy, however, to robustly 131 

endorse the GPG Project is based on new theories he did not advocate in his direct 132 

testimony, on tests the Commission has not applied to – and are generally inapplicable to 133 

– transmission expansions, are not reasonable.  In particular, Mr. Zuraski expresses 134 

concern that ComEd has not presented some type of market concentration analysis as part 135 

of ComEd’s showing that the GPG Project promotes an effectively competitive and 136 

efficiently operating electricity market.4  Together with Commissioner Elliott and 137 

Ms. Solomon, I will also show that those theories are inapplicable and that any remaining 138 

concerns Mr. Zuraski has are unwarranted. 139 

Q. Before addressing whether market concentration tests are relevant here, does 140 

Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal testimony dispute any of the mechanisms identified by 141 

ComEd’s witnesses through which the GPG Project will promote the development 142 

of an effectively competitive electricity market that operates efficiently? 143 

A. No.  Mr. Zuraski acknowledges that ComEd’s rebuttal testimony presented numerous 144 

ways in which GPG promotes a competitive market, in addition to reducing costs to 145 

customers.  Mr. Zuraski also acknowledges that the GPG Project will have effects that 146 

promote the development of an effectively competitive and efficiently operating 147 

electricity market.  The Commission need look no further than the fact that the Project 148 

                                                 
4  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0 at 4. 
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will add transmission capacity and reduce congestion.  Adding to transmission capacity 149 

adds to the ability of generation to reach load, and lowers the transaction costs.  This is 150 

“inherently pro-competitive,”5 as Mr. Zuraski acknowledges that ComEd has shown.  151 

Likewise, the Project will improve the ability of market participants to hedge.  The ability 152 

to financially hedge against future market uncertainties is also, as Ms. Solomon notes, a 153 

key indicator of an efficient competitive market, and the GPG Project promotes that 154 

market in this way as well.  Lastly, Mr. Zuraski acknowledges that the Project will result 155 

in a net reduction in costs to load customers in Illinois.  Adding transmission capacity in 156 

a manner that indisputably results in net savings of hundreds of millions of dollars to end 157 

users is a quintessential example of promoting the development of an effectively 158 

competitive electricity market that operates efficiently. 159 

Q. How does Mr. Zuraski respond to each of these benefits of the Project? 160 

A. In Table 1 below, I compare ComEd’s evidence with Mr. Zuraski’s response on a number 161 

of factors showing the Project will “promote the development of an effectively 162 

competitive market.”   163 

Table 1 

ComEd’s Evidence Shows that  
the GPG Project: 

Mr. Zuraski’s 
View Reference 

is necessary to alleviate a current and 
future violation of infeasibilities of 
Stage 1A ARRs 

Does not  
dispute 

Staff Response to ComEd 
DR 1.07; Staff Response 
to ComEd Request to 
Admit No. 36 

                                                 
5  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:80 
6 Attached as ComEd Ex. 21.01 and 21.02. 
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Table 1 

ComEd’s Evidence Shows that  
the GPG Project: 

Mr. Zuraski’s 
View Reference 

will eliminate congestion for customers 
in the ComEd zone Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 

4.0, 5:99 

will reduce prices paid by those 
customers Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 

4.0, 3:36-37 

will increase their ability to hedge Agrees 
Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 5:101-102; 24:541-
542 

will send price signals to incent new 
generation, especially wind in western 
Illinois to connect to the ComEd system 
to deliver low-cost carbon free energy 
into the market (which promotes 
efficient entry and exit  as well as 
incenting new generation to increase the 
supply of resources) 

Disputes 
Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 5:106-109; 25:546-
548  

will increase transmission capacity Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 5:99; 24:540-541 

will reduce transmission losses, which 
in turn will reduce the need for new 
generation capacity to serve load in the 
ComEd zone in a reliable manner 

Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 21:466-474 

saves ComEd customers money Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 3:43-44 

benefits PJM customers generally Agrees Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 
4.0, 31:665-67 

 164 

Q. Given all of these pro-competitive benefits, how does Mr. Zuraski characterize the 165 

benefits of the Project to the competitive electric market? 166 

A. In spite of the uncontested proof that the Project will result in net savings to Illinois 167 

customers that exceed the cost of the Project by a quarter billion dollars, in addition to 168 
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reducing congestion and increasing their ability to hedge, Mr. Zuraski expresses doubt 169 

that the benefits would be “anything more than de minimis.”  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 170 

5:98-6:105.   However, he does concede that the impact of the Project on competition 171 

will “at least be de minimis.”  Staff Response to ComEd Data Request 3.10, attached as 172 

ComEd Group Ex. 21.03.  Mr. Zuraski points to no evidence substantiating his concern.   173 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Zuraski’s concern that the benefits are de minimis? 174 

A. The evidence shows that the benefits are anything but de minimis.  To begin with, the 175 

proven net savings to load customers in the ComEd zone alone amount to more than $500 176 

million, or using the societal discount rate, a quarter billion dollars more than the total 177 

cost of the line.  In my view, it is hard to conceive of “more direct evidence”7 than that.  178 

And, as I explained, that is simply the savings to load.  179 

Q. Mr. Zuraski states that he remains “skeptical that maintaining ARR feasibility is as 180 

crucial a component of a competitive, efficient and fair electricity market as ComEd 181 

witnesses insist.”  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:88-90.  Are the benefits from 182 

eliminating ARR insufficiency tentative or de minimis? 183 

A. No.  The importance of congestion management to competitive market development and 184 

efficiency and the need to maintain Stage 1A ARR sufficiency to support congestion 185 

management is not, as Mr. Zuraski suggests, a “general and far-reaching theory”8 that 186 

remains in question.  It has been accepted by economists and by regulators, and is written 187 

into the PJM tariffs governing the competitive electric market.  ComEd established those 188 

                                                 
7  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:90-93. 
8  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:90-91. 
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facts with extensive evidence from former FERC Commissioner Nora Brownell, former 189 

ICC Commissioner Sherman Elliott, Mr. Paul McGlynn, who is responsible for planning 190 

for the PJM region, and Dr. Roy Shanker, who has been involved with the design of this 191 

market since its infancy, as well as my own testimony from an operational perspective.  192 

The importance of efficient congestion management cannot be cast in doubt by 193 

characterizing it as a theory. 194 

Q. Does the record show the Project promotes a competitive market in other ways? 195 

A. Yes.  Dr. Shanker has already testified how the Project sends proper price signals.  He 196 

explains that increases in LMPs in western Illinois locations due to the GPG Project 197 

“should provide an incentive for more generation, especially wind generation, in western 198 

Illinois to connect to the ComEd system and participate in the PJM markets.”  Shanker 199 

Dir., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 16:318-324.  The evidence that the Project will promote new 200 

generation in efficient locations is undenied.   201 

Q. How does Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal react to all this evidence? 202 

A. Also, instead of accepting the proven pro-competitive benefits, which Mr. Zuraski 203 

recognizes are at least de minimis, his rebuttal asks for the first time for still more 204 

evidence, this time relating to new and inappropriate tests including market structure 205 

metrics such as market share or market concentration indices.9 206 

Q. Are these new tests relevant or instructive? 207 

                                                 
9  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:90-98. 
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A. No.  The pro-competitive effects of the Project are established and are uncontroverted.  208 

Moreover, the Commission and policymakers have not expected, and should not 209 

reasonably expect, a market share analysis for a project like this.  For example, while 210 

Dr. Shanker can establish that the Project sends efficient market signals and correctly 211 

incentivizes new generation, no one can estimate the number of new generating firms (a 212 

metric suggested by Mr. Zuraski) that will result.  That outcome is determined by the 213 

market itself, as it should be.  Mr. Zuraski’s response simply is to say there is a lack of 214 

evidence.  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 13:276-282.  But, it is not.  ComEd has shown that 215 

the Project will promote the development of an effectively competitive electricity market 216 

that operates efficiently.  As Dr. Shanker already explained, “any metrics related to 217 

market concentration would have to improve (assuming non-discriminatory access to 218 

interconnection) as more suppliers and supplies have direct access to the relevant energy 219 

and capacity markets in Illinois.”  Shanker Dir., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 5:315-16:318.  It is not 220 

necessary, or possible, to accurately quantify the future effects of that market on 221 

generation.  It is enough to say those changes – whatever they are – will be more 222 

competitively driven, and more efficient, as a result of the line. 223 

Moreover, Mr. Zuraski’s effort to require market structure analyses is new and 224 

inconsistent with past analyses and decisions.  As Mr. Elliott testifies, the Commission 225 

has never required such market concentration tests under either 8-406 or 8-406.1 of the 226 

Illinois Public Utilities Act.  Finally, Ms. Solomon explains why these market 227 

concentration quantitative measures are unnecessary to show that the GPG Project will 228 

promote the development of an effectively competitive market.   229 
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Q. Are there any other quantitative data that ComEd can provide in response to Mr. 230 

Zuraski’s rebuttal concerns? 231 

A. Yes.  Ms. Solomon provides “direct evidence”10 that the Project will quantifiably 232 

increase customers’ access to additional generation supply.  Using PJM data on 233 

simultaneous import limit (“SIL”), Ms. Solomon calculates that, for the spring season 234 

during which the Cherry Valley – Silver Lake 345kV line (one of the lines currently 235 

experiencing Stage 1A ARR violations and creating congestion in the ComEd zone) 236 

limits imports into PJM, the GPG Project would increase the SIL by about 17%, from 237 

5,642 MW to 6,601 MW.  This is direct quantifiable evidence that additional generation 238 

supply options will be available as result of the GPG Project to ComEd zone customers 239 

and, indeed, the PJM region.  240 

Q. How does this increase in import capability compare to similar data presented to the 241 

Commission in other cases? 242 

A. Although each transmission line addition is different because transmission additions 243 

address different needs, the Commission recently considered a new transmission line 244 

proposed by American Transmission Company (“ATC”) between Wisconsin and the 245 

ComEd zone of PJM.11  In that case, ATC presented evidence of changes in import 246 

capability into Illinois and into ComEd.  For 2015, ATC found that the import capacity 247 

into Illinois increased to 5,282 MW from 4,978 MW or 305 MW and into ComEd to 248 

                                                 
10  Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:92. 
11 American Transmission Co., LLC, ICC Docket No. 11-0661. 
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6,625 MW from 6,557 MW or 68 MW.12  In contrast, as I stated above, the GPG line will 249 

increase import capability into PJM from 5,642 MW to 6,601 MW or 959 MW.  As Ms. 250 

Solomon testifies, this increased in import capability is the equivalent of adding almost 251 

1,000 MW of additional generation to the market and thus is significant.  I also note that 252 

even though the new line proposed by ATC was an interconnection line, the GPG Project, 253 

is completely internal to ComEd and PJM, and will have a more significant impact.     254 

Q. Do you have any further comments on how the GPG Project promotes the 255 

development of an effectively competitive electricity market? 256 

A. Yes.  As I stated in my rebuttal testimony and reiterated above, the GPG Project will 257 

result in hundreds of millions of dollars in savings to load in the ComEd zone.  This is 258 

undisputed.  These cost savings are a result of changes in dispatch, i.e., replacing higher 259 

cost generation with lower cost generation to serve load.  This change is dispatch that 260 

results in costs savings to customers, as well as lower production costs, and thus is 261 

quantifiable direct evidence of how the GPG Project promotes the development of an 262 

effectively competitive electricity market.  Even if the GPG Project did not provide the 263 

access to additional generation supply by increasing import capability as discussed above, 264 

or result in all the other benefits I and other witnesses discussed, this change in which 265 

generators are dispatched in a manner that saves customers money, should be sufficient 266 

by itself to show that the GPG Project promotes the development of an effectively 267 

competitive electricity market.  There is no way this evidence can in any manner be 268 

termed ‘de minimis.’    269 

                                                 
12 See Direct Testimony of Karl A. McDermott, at 30 (ICC Docket No. 11-0661, filed Oct. 4, 

2011). 
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Q. Finally, before turning to other witnesses, is there any need to clarify the precise 270 

benefit calculations in your rebuttal testimony and Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal 271 

calculations of the net benefits of the Project? 272 

A. I have one clarification.  Mr. Zuraski accepts that capacity cost savings due to reduction 273 

in energy losses are a benefit,13 yet includes only 16.4% of the capacity cost savings in 274 

his calculation.  Based on Staff response to ComEd Data Request 3.13, Mr. Zuraski made 275 

this unnecessary adjustment because the information ComEd provided “was not specific 276 

enough to determine the loss reductions by PJM zone.”  To clarify, my rebuttal testimony 277 

calculates loss savings at peak in the ComEd zone based on Ms. Oppel’s testimony.  278 

Therefore, the full reduction in capacity costs would be passed on.  I agree that the 279 

savings be should be reduced by 3.31% to reflect the portion that will go to wholesale 280 

customers, but all of the remaining 96.69% of the savings – not just approximately 17% 281 

of them – will benefit Illinois retail customers. 282 

Q. Would backing out this one adjustment significantly change Mr. Zuraski’s 283 

numbers? 284 

A. No.  I present this information as a clarification in the interest of greater accuracy. 285 

                                                 
13 Zuraski Reb., Staff Ex. 4.0, 29:635-638. 
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E. Response to URMC14 286 

Q. Mr. Rouselle (URMC Ex. 1.0) discusses a proposed merchant project to upgrade the 287 

rating of one of ComEd’s Byron to Cherry Valley 345kV lines.  Does he discuss how 288 

this is relevant to the GPG Project? 289 

A. No, he does not.  He provides no evidence of how the GPG Project relates to URMC’s 290 

proposed merchant project.  As Mr. McGlynn testifies, the GPG Project is required to 291 

eliminate the Stage 1A ARR infeasibilities and whether the URMC merchant project 292 

eventually is built or not has no effect on that fact.  URMC agrees that its proposed 293 

merchant project will not eliminate the Stage 1A ARR infeasibilities.  (URMC Response 294 

to ComEd Data Request 1.07 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04)   295 

Q. Mr. Rouselle says that “URMC believes that [URMC] will create substantial IARRS 296 

[sic] from its development.”  (Rousselle Reb., URMC Ex. 1.0, 3:60-62)  Does 297 

Mr. Rouselle explain why this claim is relevant to the GPG Project? 298 

A. No, he does not.  First, Mr. Rouselle provides no evidence that the merchant project will 299 

in fact create “substantial IARRS.”  His belief is speculative.  Furthermore, IARRs, or 300 

incremental auction revenue rights, are awarded to the developer, in this case URMC, and 301 

any benefit, assuming that the URMC merchant project does in fact create IARRs will 302 

not accrue to ComEd customers.15   303 

                                                 
14  The testimony to which I respond in this Section is subject to a Motion to Strike.  If that Motion 

to Strike is granted in whole or in part, this testimony should remain in the record only in the same manner, 
and to the same extent, as the testimony to which I respond.   

15 See Section 231.1 of the PJM Tariff. 
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Q. Dr. Tabors asserts “[t]he decision by PJM and ComEd to move forward with the 304 

Byron to Wayne [GPG] Project is based on a vision and RTEP analysis of a status 305 

quo that no longer exists.”  Is this accurate? 306 

A. It is not.  Fundamentally, regional planning relies on – and requires – a regular and 307 

defined process.  It is not a fragmented ad hoc enterprise where witnesses can appear in 308 

proceedings anywhere in the region and express personal views of how the body that they 309 

appear before should plan without regard to what determinations have been made by and 310 

for the region as a whole.  Mr. McGlynn (ComEd Ex. 24.0) details the detailed and robust 311 

processes which PJM follows in that process and, in particular, uses to develop the RTEP 312 

load estimates.  The PJM RTEP is, as has been explained, the operative regional 313 

transmission expansion plan and the need for GPG Project remains both established and 314 

confirmed in the most recent plan.  Moreover, Dr. Tabors’ appeal to the Commission to 315 

supplant that plan with his own view of the future is particularly unjustified.   316 

Q. Why is Dr. Tabors’ appeal to the Commission to supplant the PJM RTEP with his 317 

own view of the future particularly unjustified? 318 

A. To begin with, URMC (for whom Dr. Tabors testifies) did not challenge the need for the 319 

GPG Project at the time intervenor testimony was filed on February 14, 2014.  Moreover, 320 

the PJM RTEP process is expressly inclusive and includes input from stakeholders of all 321 

kinds, including merchant developers.  Yet, neither URMC nor Dr. Tabors ever raised 322 

these issues in any PJM stakeholder venue or before the PJM Board.  In fact, this 323 

“rebuttal” testimony is the first time URMC has raised such a claim.  Two years after 324 

PJM’s analysis began and a year and a half after PJM approved the GPG Project to be 325 
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part of the RTEP, having never raised these issues in the PJM load forecasting or 326 

planning processes, for the first time URMC wants to send the Project back to PJM to 327 

“undertake additional analysis.”  URMC Ex. 2.0 at 16:333-14:338.  To be clear, URMC 328 

did not: 329 

• Participate in the PJM Stakeholder processes used to develop load estimates used 330 

by PJM in its RTEP analysis (URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 1.21 331 

attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 332 

• Raised concerns about the PJM load growth assumptions to PJM Staff or the PJM 333 

Board  (URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 1.28 attached as ComEd 334 

Group Ex. 21.04) 335 

• Participate in the PJM planning process that found the need for the GPG Project 336 

(URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 1.20 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 337 

21.04) 338 

• Object to including the GPG Project in the 2012 RTEP (URMC Response to 339 

ComEd Data Request 1.29 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 340 

The Commission should not condone such tactics, especially where here, the testimony is 341 

devoid of relevant and objective facts. 342 

Q. In what respect is Dr. Tabors’ testimony devoid of relevant and objective facts? 343 

A. Dr. Tabors’ conclusion is entirely based on conjecture and claims that are not tied to the 344 

region or need in question.16  He provides no hard data or analysis of why his personal 345 

                                                 
16 It is important to note that URMC did not use any different load growth and generation supply 

assumptions than those used by PJM in its RTEP analysis in performing its own valuation of its proposed 
merchant project.  (URMC Response to ComEd Data Requests 1.30 and 1.31, attached as ComEd Group 
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vision of the future, and that is all that his testimony presents, should supplant the 346 

determinations of a region-wide process that takes input from every type of stakeholder.  347 

Moreover, he provides no analysis or proof that his vision, even were it theoretically 348 

credible, would affect PJM’s Stage 1A ARR infeasibility analysis or the specific need for 349 

the Project and has not performed any such study or analysis.  (URMC Response to 350 

ComEd Data Request 1.33 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04)  What little data he does 351 

present do not support his conclusions, and he provides no showing of correlation or 352 

causation between his theory and the limited data.  For example, Dr. Tabors states – as if 353 

it were a fact that “a significant share of the renewable development, specifically, of 354 

rooftop solar, is occurring behind the meter” (emphasis added), he provides no data to 355 

support that assertion in general, yet alone relating to PJM or to the ComEd zone.  He 356 

provides no load estimates, and no backup data that, even if relevant, ComEd could 357 

analyze or be able to rebut.  For example, URMC has not presented: 358 

• A year-by-year specific load forecast (URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 359 

1.26 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 360 

• Any studies or data as to the cost impact on customers in the ComEd zone of 361 

purported load estimate changes  (URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 1.25 362 

attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 363 

• Any calculations studies or analysis, other than that provided by PJM, that 364 

analyzes the need for Stage 1A ARRs in the ComEd zone (URMC Supplemental 365 

Response to ComEd Data Request 1.24 attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 366 

                                                                                                                                                             
Ex. 21.04)  In other words, URMC did not use load estimates based on Dr. Tabors’ vision of the future for 
its own project; they used PJM’s.  But, now, for ComEd, they advocate ignoring PJM forecast and the load 
estimates used for their own transmission proposal. 
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• Any calculations studies or analysis that show that the purported changes in load 367 

levels will eliminate the infeasibility of Stage 1A ARRs now or in the future 368 

(URMC Second Supplemental Response to ComEd Data Request 1.22 attached 369 

as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04) 370 

Q. Is any real data available to the Commission concerning the impact of distributed 371 

generation? 372 

A. Yes.  In ComEd’s recent Smart Grid Advanced Metering Annual Implementation 373 

Progress Report, ComEd reported that a total amount of distributed generation connected 374 

to the ComEd distribution system of 8.4 MW of which 5.5 MW is solar and wind 375 

generation.17  To put this in context, the total load on the ComEd system at present is 376 

approximately is over 22,000 MW and the total installed generation is approximately 377 

28,000 MW.  Whether the changes over the coming decades, the total distributed 378 

generation would remain negligible for this purpose even if it grew 100-fold, while the 379 

GPG Project is needed now.  The amount of residential and commercial solar and wind 380 

distributed generation (by customers with net metering and “behind the meter” units), is 381 

only a subgroup of the above number, and even smaller – only 3.5 MW, of which 2 MW 382 

is solar.18   383 

Q. Does the fact that the Minimum Daily Peak Load for the ComEd Zone decreased by 384 

2% since 2009 call into question the need for the Project? 385 

                                                 
17 Smart Grid Advanced Metering Annual Implementation Progress Report at p. 36 (filed April 1, 

2014). 
18 Id. at p. 32. 
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A. Not at all.  First and foremost, Stage 1A ARRs are infeasible now and the absence of the 386 

Project harms customers and the market now.  This is not a project that depends on 387 

aggressive future growth predictions to establish a need that occurs far off in the future.  388 

Dr. Tabors does not even recognize that the infeasibilities that GPG is designed to 389 

remedy are occurring now.  And, he provides no analysis of the cost to ComEd customers 390 

of doing nothing or waiting.   391 

Moreover, Dr. Tabors offers no explanation of why this short-term load reduction 392 

– during the worst economic recession in most customers’ lifetimes – casts any doubt on 393 

the PJM RTEP, let alone how it supports his own unaccepted vision of the future.  394 

Indeed, Dr. Tabors neglects to even discuss the severe economic events that have affected 395 

the United States, Illinois and the Chicago area since 2008.  Nor does he attempt to 396 

discuss the impact of weather, which is also a critical factor affecting such load data.   397 

Q. Does Dr. Tabors refute the economic savings shown by ComEd witness Laurie 398 

Oppel? 399 

A. No.  The savings demonstrated by Ms. Oppel are unrefuted.  Dr. Tabors simply ignores 400 

them.   401 

Q. Aside from the testimony URMC presented, is URMC’s project a reason to call the 402 

need for the GPG Project line into question? 403 

A. No.  The GPG Project is needed regardless of whether the URMC proposal ever becomes 404 

a reality.  Moreover, the URMC project is well behind the GPG Project both in the PJM 405 

process and, whatever claimed “rights” URMC has, PJM will evaluate that proposal and 406 

its costs subject to the GPG Project.  (URMC Response to ComEd Data Request 1.08 407 
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attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.04)  Any effort by URMC to argue that its proposal 408 

somehow should or must be considered first while reviewing the GPG Project is contrary 409 

to the regional project review and approval process.   410 

F. Response to Jeffrey Payne19 411 

Q. Mr. Payne (J. Payne Reb., 3:53-4:69) claims that because ComEd argued in Docket 412 

No. 12-0560 that a merchant line proposed by Rock Island Clean Line to possibly 413 

bring wind from Iowa into Illinois was not necessary to provide adequate, reliable 414 

and efficient service, the GPG Project is not needed.  Is this argument valid? 415 

A. No.  Mr. Payne’s view of what ComEd argued in the Rock Island Clean Line case is both 416 

incorrect and irrelevant to this case.  Also, it is not rebuttal.  Mr. Payne did not challenge 417 

the need for the GPG Project at the time he filed his direct testimony on February 14, 418 

2014, and this “rebuttal” does not respond to any claim initiated in ComEd’s rebuttal.   419 

Logically, Mr. Payne does not explain how ComEd’s arguments in a case 420 

involving a different line that was being justified based on assumptions that a huge 421 

quantity of non-existent generation would develop, arguments that were there supported 422 

by extensive testimony, are remotely relevant to this case.  As I have said, the GPG 423 

Project is necessary because of current and continuing violations of Stage 1A ARR 424 

feasibilities and because correcting those infeasibilities will promote the development of 425 

an effectively competitive electricity market that operates efficiently.   426 

Q. Does Mr. Payne challenge PJM’s analysis of the need for the GPG Project? 427 

                                                 
19 The testimony to which I respond in this Section is subject to a Motion to Strike.  If that Motion 

to Strike is granted in whole or in part, this testimony should remain in the record only in the same manner, 
and to the same extent, as the testimony to which I respond.   
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A. No.  In fact, in Rock Island Clean Line proceeding, ComEd showed, and Rock Island 428 

admitted, that its proposed line had not been submitted to PJM for RTEP evaluation and 429 

that it had not been evaluated under the PJM RTEP criteria.20  In contrast, PJM approved 430 

the GPG Project in accordance with its planning procedures after an extensive evaluation.  431 

Mr. McGlynn explained this in detail in his direct testimony.  McGlynn Dir., ComEd Ex. 432 

3.0, 12:31-13:256.21  Mr. Payne’s belated testimony simply ignores that fact. 433 

Q. Does Mr. Payne challenge the benefits that will result from the GPG Project? 434 

A. No.  He does not challenge Ms. Oppel’s testimony or the fact that the Project will provide 435 

hundreds of millions in net benefits to customers.  And by mistakenly referring to claims 436 

concerning reliability and adequacy of the system, he completely ignores the fact that the 437 

Project will promote the development of an effectively competitive electricity market 438 

that operates efficiently. 439 

G. Response to Mark Secco 440 

Q. Mr. Secco argues that the Commission should not issue a Certificate of Public 441 

Convenience and Necessity because of concerns about purported health or safety 442 

issues or impacts to business along the proposed route.  Is this argument valid? 443 

A. No, for two different reasons.  First, its premise is incorrect.  The Project is not dangerous 444 

and will not unfairly harm business.  Mr. Secco introduces absolutely no evidence in his 445 

testimony of any health or safety risks or that there will be any negative impact on 446 

                                                 
20 See generally, ICC Docket No. 12-0560, ComEd Ex. 1.0 REV at 6:118-125, 10:189-193.  
21 See also Initial Brief of Illinois Landowners Alliance at 21-22 (ICC Docket No. 12-0560, filed 

Jan. 31, 2014) (“ the ComEd Project stands in stark contrast to the proposed Rock Island Project in terms of 
the analysis and review the project has received at the time the CPCN application is sought, or the time it is 
to be issued”). 
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businesses along the proposed route.  He asserts that intervenors have ‘concerns’ about 447 

EMFs but neither introduces evidence nor does he even attempt to rebut the detailed 448 

expert testimony of Dr. Peter Valberg (ComEd Ex. 20.0).  There are literally tens of 449 

thousands of miles of high-voltage transmission lines crossing this country and they 450 

coexist every day with peoples who live and work nearby.  Indeed, the electrical grid they 451 

support contributes mightily to the public health and well-being.  452 

And, that is the root of the second fundamental problem with Mr. Secco’s 453 

position.  The GPG Project – and transmission project like it – are essential to the electric 454 

market and to the efficient operation of the transmission system, goals of national 455 

significance.  Locally, it will help Illinois’ economy by reducing the cost of energy by 456 

hundreds of millions of dollars.  I understand that Mr. Secco wishes the Project could be 457 

built somewhere else – or, perhaps, not at all – but that wish does not change the need for 458 

the GPG Project.  Nor should unsubstantiated fears that lack a scientific basis, frustrate 459 

the ability to address those needs and deliver benefits to customers.  The Commission 460 

should reject Mr. Payne’s unsupported assertions. 461 

IV. COMED HAS ACTED FAIRLY AND IN GOOD FAITH 462 

Q. Have you reviewed and taken any action in response to the rebuttal testimony of 463 

Mr. Steven Ward and Ms. Monica Meyers? 464 

A. Yes.  I have read the claims in those testimonies and, as the executive witness in this 465 

case, investigated those allegations. 466 

Q. What do their testimonies claim with respect to this proceeding? 467 
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A. Mr. Ward alleges that during negotiations that did not reach a mutually satisfactory 468 

conclusion, ComEd nonetheless made promises that it did not fulfill.  He does not claim 469 

that ComEd failed to meet any obligation under the law, but in essence appears to ask the 470 

Commission to enforce his view of “prior commitments” by ComEd to propose a 471 

relocated route.22  Ms. Meyers argues for an alternative route, but makes no similar 472 

claims.23 473 

Q. Does Mr. Ward establish the existence of any agreement or commitment by ComEd 474 

to propose a relocated route? 475 

A. He does not; nor did my investigation.  What is clear is that Mr. Ward believes there was 476 

a “deal,” even though mutually agreeable terms were not agreed upon.  We deeply regret 477 

any such misunderstanding.  The Village and the District are our customers and we strive 478 

to treat them with honesty and respect.  But, the fact remains that, whatever impression 479 

they had about how much they cooperated with ComEd (and ComEd with them), the 480 

parties were unable to come to an agreement by the deadline that ComEd advised them of 481 

on numerous occasions.  This was for reasons including, as discussed by Ms. Murphy 482 

(ComEd Ex. 27.0), the lack of an adequate alternative route.  Mr. Ward describes the 483 

missing pieces of any mutual agreement as “pretexts,” which is an unfortunate view and 484 

one, as I said, that is incorrect.  It is a view sometimes asserted when one party to failed 485 

good-faith negotiations nonetheless feel like the other party is to blame.  But, the fact 486 

                                                 
22  S. Elgin Reb., lines 50-52. 
23  Meyers Reb., Ex. 1.0, lines 14-66. 
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remains that ComEd acted fairly, no deal was reached, and ComEd “repudiated” no 487 

agreement.  488 

V. CONCLUSION 489 

Q. Based on the record, what action should the Commission take? 490 

A. ComEd has established that it complied with the requirements of Section 8-406.1 of the 491 

Illinois Public Utilities Act and that the GPG Project meets each of the criteria 492 

enumerated in the statute, including that the Project will promote the development of an 493 

effectively competitive electricity market that operates efficiently, is equitable to all 494 

customers, and is the least cost means of satisfying those objectives.  ComEd sited the 495 

line using an open, stakeholder-intensive process, and continues propose the route, with 496 

the adjustment ComEd has acknowledged is acceptable, that best meets the relevant 497 

criteria.  ComEd has also shown that the Project is appropriately designed, poses no 498 

public health risk, and will deliver significant financial benefits to customers, well in 499 

excess of the Project’s costs.  The Commission should issue ComEd a Certificate of 500 

Public Convenience and Necessity, as proposed. 501 

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 502 

A. Yes.   503 
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